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Subject: Consultation Regarding Temporary Reservoir Drawdown for FERC4handatad
Focused Spillway inspection L Report for:
Sanford Dam P-2788, Edenvllle Dam P-10808, Smaltwood Dam 10810, Secord Dam P-10808
Notice: The Federal Ene(gy Regulatory Commission, by its Regional Engineer, Mr. John Zygaj, P.E.,
has instructed Boyce Hydro Power, LLC, ( Boyce") licensee of the four above-referenced hydroeiectric
projects to conduct a "Focused Spillway Inspection" for each of the projects. This instruction is issued in
the aftermath of the spillway failure fiasco that transpired at the Oroville Dam in California. The focused
inspecdon requires that the concrete shlb and the base of the adjacent concrete retaining walls of each
dam structure be visually inspected and photographed.

to conduct this inspection the water levels in the tailraces and their downstream impoundment
reservoirs must be lowered approximately four fest (4') below the minimum operating level prescribed
in the FERC licenses. The period of time for this k(wered tailrace water hlvel necessary for the
inspection will be approximately two or three days.
In order

In order to accomplish this klwer tailrace water level Boyce proposes to lower the impoundments,
except for Becord, approximately 8 per twenty four hour period commencing 20 September, 2018 in
order to have the spillway slabs exposed for inspection commencing on 1 October, 2018. In anticipation
of the potential for rain events occurring during this drawdown period additional time is being alklwed in
which to elfectuate the full drawdown by 1 Odober, 2018. Commencing on either the 4e or 5e of
October, the reservoir will be refilled as quickly as inflow into the four ress(voila will permit, but not
exceeding 0" inches of water level increase in a given twenty four hour period. This will continue until
the reservoirs return to their normal operating pond levels.

This notice is being provided as required by the Regional Engineer. Any comments or suggestions
regarding this proposed course of action should be directed to the licensee, Boyce Hydro Power, LLC
on or before 14 August, 2018.

%e W. Muell(fr, Architect
Co-Member Manager
Bcyce Hydro Power, LLC
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